We discuss two different physical processes that create localized high β plasma regions. One is nonlinear wave-steepening, generating magnetic decreases (MDs) by a ponderomotive force. The other is the mirror instability generating alternating high and low β plasma regions. It is demonstrated that MDs and mirror modes are observationally quite different structures. MDs spatially occur in interplanetary space and mirror modes primarily in planetary magnetosheaths. MDs are characterized by: 1) variable (exponentially decreasing number with increasing) angular changes, 2) variable (exponentially decreasing) thicknesses, and 3) no characteristic inter-event spacings. In sharp contrast, mirror modes are characterized by: 1) little or no angular changes across the structures, 2) a characteristic scale size, and 3) are quasiperiodic in nature.
Introduction

"Magnetic holes"
The term "magnetic hole" was first introduced into the literature by Turner et al. (1977) . It was used to describe deep decreases (dips) in the interplanetary magnetic field magniCorrespondence to: B. T. Tsurutani (bruce.tsurutani@jpl.nasa.gov) tude. Tsurutani and Ho (1999) called Ulysses high latitude magnetic dips "magnetic decreases" and Fränz et al. (2000) called these structures "magnetic depressions", mostly because at the time it was not certain whether the structures from the different studies and different physical locations in space were the same or not. It has been since concluded that these structures are most probably the same phenomenon (Tsurutani et al., 2002a) and will be discussed as such in this paper.magnetic field B 0 , respectively. Price et al. (1986) , Southwood and Kivelson (1993) , and Pokhotelov et al. (2004) are more recent theoretical investigations of the mirror instability and its features and we refer the reader to those articles for more details about the instability. The first detailed observations in space plasmas and correct identification of this instability were made by Tsurutani et al. (1982) . They established that the mirror mode instability was operative in the planetary magnetosheaths of the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn. More importantly, they and the results of computer simulations of Price et al. (1986) established the relative phasing magnetic and plasma features of mirror mode structures, the quasiperiodic nature of these structures, and their convection/propagation in magnetosheath plasmas. One particular feature of importance is that the magnetic field directionality varies only slightly across the mirror mode structures (Tsurutani et al., 1982) .
Although 85-90% of MDs have substantial magnetic field angular changes across them, there are ∼15% that have angular changes <10 • ("linear" structures). Winterhalter et al. (1994) noticed that the magnetic field pressure within the MD dips was supplanted by plasma pressure (so that total pressure was constant, to first order) and that the mirror instability criterion was met. Thus they speculated that at least the small portion of the MDs (∼10-15%) might have been generated by the mirror instability. However, they did not and could not rule out the possibility that other mechanisms might cause the high plasma beta regions. Winterhalter et al. (1994) also did not have an explanation for the other 85-90% of MDs that were not "linear". They also did not have an answer for a mechanism that could lead to plasma anisotropy and mirror instability.
Thus, for several historical reasons, the distinction between interplanetary MDs and magnetosheath mirror modes has been blurred. Part of the purpose of this paper is to review what is known and not known about interplanetary MDs and the magnetosheath structures so that confusion will be minimized and that future researchers will be able to make progress to better understand these very interesting plasma features.
A second emphasis of this paper is to demonstrate that nonlinear wave processes can and do change the local plasma β. We will show several examples of this in our review. This is an important feature of plasma turbulence and should be incorporated in astrophysical plasma models, where appropriate. This paper was given as a talk at the 8th International Nonlinear Wave Workshop in La Jolla, California, 1-5 March 2010.
Results
Magnetic decreases
Magnetic Decrease (MD) formation in the freely
propagating solar wind Figure 1 shows 30 days of solar wind magnetic field and velocity components when Ulysses was over the Sun's poles. The RTN coordinate system is called solar heliospheric (SH), where R is the radial direction from the sun to the spacecraft, T = (ˆ × R)/|ˆ × R|, whereˆ is the north rotation pole of the sun, and N completes a right-hand coordinate system. The seventh panel from the top shows the nearly constant, high speed solar wind emanating from the polar region of the sun. During this phase of the solar cycle (the declining phase), large polar coronal holes existed at the sun. The high speed solar wind came from these holes (Phillips et al., 1995) . The large fluctuations in the magnetic field and solar wind velocity components (top six panels) are large-amplitude, nonlinear Alfvén waves (see discussion in Belcher and Davis, 1971; Tsurutani et al., 1994) . These waves are propagating outward from the sun , but because the solar wind convection speed is much larger than the Alfvén wave phase speed, the waves are mostly convected radially outward from the sun. The peak-to-peak wave amplitude b can be as large as 1-2 times the field magnitude B 0 .
The magnetic field magnitude is given in the next-to-bottom panel (the Ulysses polar passes occurred at r ∼ 2 AU from the sun). Note that there are many sharp magnetic field magnitude decreases (MDs) that appear as spikes on this compressed time scale. As previously mentioned, the MDs are pressure balance structures, where the total pressure, i.e., plasma pressure ( i n i kT i ), plus magnetic pressure (B 2 /8π) is constant across the structures (Winterhalter et al., 1994 ). In the above expression for the plasma pressure, n i and T i are the densities and temperatures of the i-th species (electron, proton and ion), and k is the Boltzmann constant.
It should be noted that although there are many MDs present in the figure, there are very few comparable positive magnetic spikes. This will be discussed later in the paper.
What do MDs look like in higher resolution? Figure 2 shows 3 examples of MDs in the Ulysses data taken at ∼2 AU from the sun. In each of the examples, the panels give the r, t and n components and B 0 the magnitude of the magnetic field. Vertical dashed lines border the beginnings and ends of the MDs.
Each of the 3 MDs have different magnetic field directional changes across the structures. The top example has little directionality change (except some in B r ). The second example has both large component changes and B 0 changes across it. The third panel shows an event with a sharp Tsurutani and Ho, RG, 1999 The magnetic field components are given in the minimum variance coordinates where the subscripts 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the maximum, intermediate and minimum variance directions, respectively. The field magnitude is shown at the bottom. The bottom panel gives the wave hodogram for the middle wave cycle, from points 1 through 3. The Alfvén wave slowly rotates (in phase) from points 1 to 2 and then rotates rapidly from points 2 to 3. This effect is called "phase-steepening", indicating that the wave is not sinusoidal in nature, but has a steepened edge. Presumably nonlinear effects cause the Alfvén wave phase-steepening (Hada, 1993; Medvedev et al., 1997; Buti et al., 2001 ). All three wave cycles are phase-steepened.
Dips in the magnetic field magnitude (MDs) are noted at the phase-steepened edges of the 3 wave cycles shown in the figure. It has been speculated by Tsurutani et al. (2002a) and Dasgupta et al. (2003) that ambipolar acceleration of protons occurs through the ponderomotive force associated with the phase-steepened edges of the Alfvén waves. The heating of the ions (and electrons) create the magnetic dips through the diamagnetic effect of the perpendicularly heated plasma. Evidence for local heating of the ions and plasma instabilities have been noted, but will not be discussed here for brevity. The interested reader is referred to Tsurutani et al. (2005a) and references therein.
The hypothesis that the MDs are formed by a diamagnetic effect associated with the creation of a hot plasma region can explain the absence of enhanced fields as well. The local expulsion of the magnetic field from within the plasma current loops will displace these fields to larger distances outside the loops. Thus the field increases are expected to be present, but occur gradually in regions outside the MDs.
The previous discussion showed that MDs form in association with the phase-steepening of Alfvén waves. In the high speed streams emanating from polar coronal holes, the solar wind propagates freely outward without obstruction. Thus the high β regions are formed by the nonlinear processes of the wave itself.
Cases have been noted where the evolution of MDs and the Alfvén wave phase-steepened edges is rapid and detectable within ∼0.01 AU distance (Tsurutani et al., 2005b) . This evolution occurred in the ecliptic plane with the absence of any strong perturbing phenomena, such as fast magnetosonic shocks.
However closer to the ecliptic plane, MDs can be caused by another possible mechanism, shock-discontinuity interactions. This will be discussed below.
MD formation associated with corotating interaction regions (CIRs)
In the previous discussion, MDs were found in the radially flowing high speed solar wind emanating from a coronal hole ( Fig. 1) . A schematic showing a solar coronal hole is given in Fig. 4 . A polar coronal hole is present at the north pole (shown in brown). The coronal hole is not symmetric about the pole and has a "finger" coming down to lower latitudes (facing the reader). If this finger persists for intervals longer than the solar rotation period of ∼27 days, then an observer at the latitude of the finger will detect the high speed stream as the coronal hole faces it each solar rotation. The high speed stream has been said to "corotate" since the physical shape of the stream in interplanetary space is that of an Archimedean spiral. In actuality the high speed stream plasma and magnetic fields do not corotate, but the structure gives the appearance of doing so. A good analogy for this is a rotating water sprinkler. The profile of the water stream viewed from above has an Archimedean spiral shape. Although the high speed stream from the polar region of the coronal hole expands radially outward into other high speed stream plasma, the solar wind coming out of the finger runs into solar wind plasma that is going at about half the speed (the slow solar wind). From the high speed solar wind-slow speed solar wind stream interaction, a plasma and field compression region is formed (Pizzo, 1985) . This is indicated in the figure. The magnetically compressed region has been called a corotating interaction region or CIR (Smith and Wolf, 1976) . Figure 5 shows ∼5 months of Ulysses field and plasma data when Ulysses was near the ecliptic plane. The solar wind velocity is shown in black (left-hand vertical scale) and the magnetic field magnitude in blue (far right-hand scale). MDs were identified in the high resolution magnetic field data by a computer program called the "interplanetary magnetic decrease automatic detection" (IMDAD, Guarnieri et al., 2009 ) code. A limit of B 0 /B L >0.5 was chosen for the criterion for selecting a MD (the field decrease had to be 50% or greater than the larger ambient magnetic field on either side of the MD, B L ). Further discussion can be found in Guarnieri et al. (2009) . The plot in red is the number of MDs occurring in each calendar day and the scale is on the right. The streams recur about every ∼25 days (the period is slightly different than stated before due to the lack of azimuthal rotation of Ulysses relative to the sun). The numbers indicate the 8th through the 13th reappearance of the high speed stream at Ulysses. Ulysses was traveling poleward at this time, so from the 11th through the 13th recurrence of the stream, Ulysses was becoming more and more embedded in the high stream proper. Thus the solar wind speed was becoming close to the constant high 750-800 km/s value shown in Fig. 1 (over the pole) .
The peak magnetic field regions (CIRs) are indicated by the labels a through d. These are caused by the stream-stream interactions discussed previously. There are smaller streams in addition to the major ones, but discussion of this topic is complex and will not be pursued further.
What is most important for the present discussion is the large variability in MD occurrence rates. A very large peak (labeled "2") is noted in the middle of March 1993. Other peaks (3, 4 and 5) are noted as well. Peak 2 has a value of 77 MDs/day. In sharp contrast, some days have no MDs at all. When a larger interval is examined (from 29 February 1992 to 14 September 1993), the average rate excluding the 10 largest peaks (thus this current numbering system) was 4.3 ± 6.1 MDs/day. The MD occurrence rate peaks noted in this figure are much greater than statistical fluctuations can explain. Figure 6 shows the CIR associated with stream 8 in Fig. 5 . From top to bottom, the panels are solar wind speed, proton density and temperature, the 3 components of the magnetic field, B 0 , and the plasma β. The CIR is bounded by a forward magnetosonic (fast) shock labeled FS and a reverse magnetosonic (fast) shock labeled RS. Further discussion of the shock properties identified through the shock normal determination analyses and Rankine-Hugoniot conservation analyses can be found in Echer et al. (2010) . At ∼day 363.3, near the center of the CIR is a discontinuity that is believed to be the interface (IF) separating shocked and accelerated slow stream plasma (between the FS and the IF) from the shocked decelerated fast stream plasma (between the IF and the RS). This interface is believed to be formed when the high speed stream and slow speed stream first interact. Individual MDs identified by the IMDAD code are indicated by the vertical dashed lines. The MD peak 3 of Fig. 6 is now resolved in higher resolution. Peak 3 was a double (two day duration) peak, consisting of 56 MDs for day 363 and 67 MDs for day 364, giving a total of 123 MDs for the two days.
There are several important features to note concerning where the MDs are located relative to the CIR. In the region both anti-sunward of the CIR (the interval between day 361 and 361.8) and sunward of the CIR (from day 365 to day 366) there is only one MD. The former region is the slow stream proper and the latter is the fast stream proper. Within the CIR itself, there is an asymmetry in the MD locations. Far more MDs are detected on the sunward side, between the IF and the RS. The final thing to note is that MDs occur where the plasma β is high, from 1< β < 10 2 . When β <1, there are no MDs. These features are typical of the MD-CIR relationship found in the study of the 15 high speed streams of the Ulysses near-ecliptic pass ).
There are MDs detected very close to the IF. A cluster of MDs is detected on ∼day 363.2 and another on ∼day 363.5. These parts of the CIR were formed close to the sun, <1 AU. Tsurutani et al. (2009) have speculated that these are MDs that were formed close to the Sun and then convected outward by the solar wind. If this hypothesis is correct, these MDs are thus fossils that may give records of past plasma interactions. There are also MDs found close to the FS (∼day 362.0) and near the RS (∼day 365.0). These parts of the CIR are newly formed plasma regions. It was therefore also concluded that these MDs were formed near the present location of the spacecraft, or at ∼5 AU.
What is the mechanism forming high β regions within CIRs?
We first ask ourselves the question: "What causes the enormous variation in the plasma β within the CIR?" And why is the β significantly higher in the IF to RS region than in the FS to IF region? Our working hypothesis is shown in Fig. 7a and b. Figure 7a illustrates the spatial geometry of a CIR and the magnetic field lines lead to it. The antisolar portion is shaded in blue with the FS being furthest from the sun. The solar portion of the CIR is shaded pink with the RS closest to the sun. The IF separates the blue from the pink regions. The solar wind in the antisolar direction is the slow solar wind. Because the velocity is low, the Archimedean spiral magnetic field is wound up tighter. The high speed solar wind is in the region sunward of the CIR. Because of the higher speed there, the Archimedean spiral is more radial in this region than on the anti-sunward side. The magnetic field direction as it contacts the CIR shocks defines the nature of the shock. In the case of the FS, the magnetic field is more tangential to its surface, so the shock is more quasiperpendicular (a perpendicular shock would have the field parallel to its surface). The RS is in general more quasiparallel than the FS.
Why is the shock quasiperpendicular/quasiparallel nature important for understanding plasma β conditions? Let us discuss the extreme cases of a perpendicular and a parallel shock to illustrate the essential points. For a perpendicular shock, the magnetic field magnitude B 0 and plasma density (N) are compressed. For a typical Mach 2-3 perpendicular CIR shock, both B 0 and N increase by ∼2 to 3 (Kennel et al., 1985) . The ion and electron temperatures will increase primarily in the T ⊥ components. For a parallel shock, N increases and T || increases, but there is no comparable change in B 0 . Thus compression by a parallel shock increases the plasma β. If the shock is quasiparallel rather than parallel, then the plasma β increase will be somewhat less than for the parallel case. Figure 7b is a more realistic case for CIR formation. The solar wind embedded magnetic field is not at a constant Archimedean spiral direction, but because of the presence of Alfvén waves and other stream-stream deflections, the field angles are in reality variable with time. These variable angles impinging on the FS and RS lead to variable plasma β values as illustrated by the different shades of reds, pinks and blues (the redder the color, the higher the β and the bluer the color, the lower the β).
Mirror instability is not the mechanism for MD formation in CIRs
Because of: 1) the quasiparallel nature of the RS and the formation of MDs in the sunward side of CIRs and 2) the quasiperpendicular nature of the FS and the lack of MDs in the antisunward side of CIRs, Tsurutani et al. (2009) concluded that the mirror mode instability was an unlikely mechanism for MD formation at CIRs. Plasma heating at quasiparallel shocks (RSs) would lead to large β || /β ⊥ >1 anisotropies, a situation that would lead to mirror stability rather than instability. Other suggested mechanisms for MD formation at CIRs are: 1) plasma interactions with rotational discontinuities downstream of the shock (Tsubouchi and Matsumoto, 2005) , 2) wave-wave interactions in the sheath (Vasquez et al., 2007; Tsubouchi, 2009 ), 3) nonlinear evolution of large-amplitude right-hand polarized obliquely propagating Alfvén wave packets (Buti et al., 2001) , and 4) compression of phase-steepened Alfvén wave by the RS or propagation into high β plasma regions (Tsurutani et al., Figure 8 shows the radial direction thickness distribution of MDs identified in the Ulysses ecliptic pass. A total of 3920 events were identified. The thickness was determined by using the measured solar wind speed and the time duration of the MD crossing. The tail of the distribution is shown as an insert. An exponential fit to the distribution was made in Tsurutani et al. (2009) with N = A 1 e −(t/t 1 ) , where A 1 = 2173 ± 35 and t 1 = 173 s. The general result of a decreasing number of MDs with increasing thicknesses is consistent with the results of previous studies (Tsurutani and Ho, 1999; Stevens and Kasper, 2007) . Figure 9 shows the distribution of angular changes across MDs. A fit gives %MD = 2 + 48e −( θ • /18.8 • ) (not shown for brevity) where θ is the angular change. MDs have a broad range of angular changes occurring across them. Small angular changes occur most frequently, but changes with θ = 170 • to 180 • are present.
Statistical properties of Ulysses MDs
"Linear" MDs are defined as those with θ ≤ 10 • (Burlaga and Lemaire, 1978; Winterhalter et al., 1994 Winterhalter et al., , 1995 . In our study we find that only 13.5% of MDs are "linear". This is in good agreement with the findings of Winterhalter et al. (1994) . They are a small percentage of MDs and perhaps merit no special attention from researchers.
Mirror mode structures
As previously mentioned, mirror mode structures are generated by an instability associated with an anisotropic plasma such that β ⊥ /β || > 1 + 1/β ⊥ . It is clear from this expression that the higher the β of the ambient plasma, the more easily this instability will take place. Mirror mode structures were first identified in the magnetosheaths of the Earth, Jupiter and Saturn. Examples will be shown to compare and contrast them to MDs. Figure 10 shows the first observation of mirror modes in the Earth's magnetosheath taken by ISEE-1 instrumentation. The structures were quasiperiodic, with a mean scale of ∼20 ρ p separating adjacent structures, and had little or no angular changes between the structures. The unit ρ p is the local proton gyroradius. Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between the plasma and magnetic field pressures for several cycles of a mirror mode structure. It is noted that the plasma pressure is ∼180 • out-of-phase with the magnetic pressure and the total pressure is constant, to the first order. The mirror instability creates regions of alternating high β (magnetic field dips) and low β regions. Figure 12 displays the same mirror mode structures detected at two spacecraft within the Earth's magnetosheath (ISEE-1 and -2). The magnetosheath plasma convective time shift has been calculated from the measures plasma speed and direction and the delay is indicated by shift in the two plots. What is apparent is that the mirror mode structures are first detected by the ISEE-2 instrument and then by the ISEE-1 instrument. Since the structures are close to identical in the two spacecraft, the mirror mode structures are essentially convected by the magnetosheath plasma. This is in agreement with the predictions of Hasegawa (1969 Hasegawa ( , 1975 and the modeling results of Price et al. (1986) . Figure 13 shows the entire Pioneer 11 pass through the magnetosheath of Saturn. The bow shock is encountered at ∼18:10 UT, the magnetopause at ∼22:00 UT and the magnetosphere proper after 22:00 UT. Mirror mode structures start to form at about 19:00 UT and reach their largest amplitudes close to the magnetopause. This is typical of the location of mirror modes in all planetary magnetosheaths observed to date. There is little or no structure near the bow shock and the greatest amplitudes are detected near the magnetopause.
Sources of free energy for mirror instability in planetary magnetosheaths
There are several possible mechanisms that can lead to large β ⊥ /β || >1. One is magnetic field line draping around the planetary magnetopause (Midgley and Davis, 1963; Zwan and Wolf, 1976) . Draping leads to squeezing of the hot T || plasma along the lines of force into the downstream region. Also the magnetic tension near the local noon nose leads to increase in T ⊥ in this region. A second mechanism is plasma and magnetic compression as the solar wind crosses the quasiperpendicular portion of the bow shock. As discussed previously, heating at the perpendicular portion of the bow shock will be the primary region that leads to anisotropies that are conducive for mirror stability. Plasma heating across the quasiparallel portion of the bow shock will give plasma anisotropies that stabilize the mirror mode. We have discussed several important observations pertaining to mirror modes in planetary magnetosheaths: 1) mirror mode structures are rarely if ever detected immediately downstream of quasiperpendicular/perpendicular shocks, 2) MDs are rarely detected downstream of CIR forward shocks and 3) the mirror mode structures have the largest amplitudes closest to the magnetopause. From this we conclude that both sources of free energy are important. There is no doubt that quasiperpendicular shock compression will heat the ions in T ⊥ . Magnetic field line draping is also certainly playing an important role. The latter can be concluded by observation 3). The relative contribution of each may depend on the interplanetary conditions (plasma β, solar wind Mach number, magnetic field Archimedean spiral angle, etc.). Further research is needed on this topic.
The ion cyclotron instability
One of the biggest theoretical puzzles of mirror mode structures in planetary magnetosheaths is why they are present at all? Theoretical calculations show that the ion cyclotron instability linear growth rate (Kennel and Petschek, 1966) in an electron-proton plasma is higher than that for the mirror instability. Gary (1992) have added helium ions into the solar wind plasma in their calculations to create stop bands in the ion cyclotron dispersion relationship. These stop bands effectively reduce the linear growth rate of the ion cyclotron waves to values below the mirror mode linear growth rates. have shown that these additional ions do not affect the linear mirror mode growth rates. Gary (1992) also noted that the low β plasma conditions also led to higher linear ion cyclotron growth compared to the mirror instability. Another approach has been taken by Shoji et al. (2009) . They have used a 3-D hybrid code to show that because of the larger phase space volume taken by the obliquely propagating mirror mode structures, this instability can use up the free energy rapidly, effectively leading to a cessation of the ion cyclotron wave growth. This topic is still being debated and explored at this time.
MDS and mirror modes: How to distinguish them?
We have shown that MDs and mirror modes are observationally quite different structures. They also occur in different regions of space, MDs in interplanetary space and mirror modes in planetary magnetosheaths. MDs are characterized by: 1) variable (exponentially decreasing) angular changes, 2) variable (exponentially decreasing) thicknesses, and 3) no obvious inter-event spacings. In sharp contrast, mirror modes are characterized by: 1) little or no angular changes, 2) having a characteristic scale size, and 3) are quasiperiodic in nature.
The heliosheath
Dips in the heliosheath magnetic field have recently been detected by the Voyager spacecraft (Burlaga et al., 2006 (Burlaga et al., , 2007 . What are these structures? Liu et al. (2007) have suggested that perpendicular shock compression of upstream plasma can produce mirror instability at the termination shock. Figure 14 gives the polar angular changes of the magnetic field across the magnetic dips observed by Voyager 1 at ∼95 AU from the sun . It is noted that the changes in both θ and φ are small. The mean change in θ is 4.4 • and in φ is 5.5 • . It should be noted that no cases of large angular changes were noted in either the θ or φ distributions. These features are consistent with the heliosheath field dips being mirror mode structures. Figure 15 shows the inter-dip spacings. There is a wide range spanning from 0-10 ρ p to as large as 230-240 ρ p . However there is clear a peak in the distribution. This occurs at 62.5 ρ p . This distribution is unlike that of MDs and is more similar to mirror mode separations.
If mirror mode instability is the cause of the heliosheath dips, what are the sources of free energy?
The interplanetary conditions at very large distances from the sun are much different from those near 1 AU. The typical magnetic field Archimedean spiral angle should be close to 90 • in comparison to a 45 • angle near the Earth. Secondly, interstellar neutrals will play an important role at these large distances. As the neutrals enter the heliosphere, they will become ionized by charge exchange. As the neutral hydrogen atoms are changed into protons, they are "picked up" by the convected interplanetary magnetic field (an electric field in the frame of the proton) and will "mass load" the solar wind. The pickup of interstellar neutrals will be occurring throughout interplanetary space. However the greatest amount of ion pickup will occur close to the boundary where the neutrals enter the heliosphere, near the termination shock and within the heliosheath. The additional mass will cause a deceleration which has been measured. and Richardson and Stone (2008) have noted a 20-30% decrease in solar wind speed as Voyager 2 approached the heliopause. For purposes of calculation, a conservative deceleration of 20% was used. This implies a 25% increase in the solar wind mass.
As the ions become "picked up" by the solar wind, they will constitute either a beam (if the magnetic field is parallel to the solar wind flow) or a ring (if the magnetic field is orthogonal to the solar wind flow (Wu and Davidson, 1972; Smith, 1986a, b, 1997) . Different magnetic field orientations lead to different plasma instabilities (Brinca and Tsurutani, 1987 . Because of the tightly wound Archimedean spiral magnetic fields at distances near the heliopause, the magnetic fields should be orthogonal to the solar wind flow and the pickup ions will form rings. The rings will constitute β ⊥ /β || >1 anisotropies which will contribute to the free energy for either mirror mode or ion cyclotron wave instabilities. If we assume upstream solar wind values of N = 10 −3 cm −3 , B 0 = 5 × 10 −2 nT and T = 10 4 K, one get a β = 0.14. The rest of the calculation follows easily. The pickup ion density will be N p = 2.5 × 10 −4 cm −3 . The pickup ion perpendicular kinetic energy will be ∼1 keV. Thus the plasma β due to the pickup ions alone will be β p = 40. If the magnetic field is not purely orthogonal to the solar wind flow direction but varies by ∼ 10 • relative to the presence of Alfvén waves, then β ⊥ /β || ∼9, much larger than the instability criteria of ∼1.
If the upstream magnetic field is nearly orthogonal to the solar wind flow in the upstream region, then the field will also be nearly parallel to the termination shock. The shock will thus be almost perpendicular in nature. Additional heating of the plasma crossing the shock will occur in the perpendicular to the field (T ⊥ ) direction. This will be an additional source for mirror instability.
A third source of free energy is the pickup of interstellar neutrals in the heliosheath. The flow speed is lower so the perpendicular kinetic energy pickup per particle will be less than in the upstream region. Modeling should help identify the relative importance of these various sources. The biggest unknown is the determination of the branching of free energy towards ion cyclotron waves and mirror mode structures. As long as this topic is under debate, the issue of the importance of various sources of free energy will remain unclear.
Conclusions
A brief review of observations of MDs in interplanetary space and mirror modes in planetary magnetosheaths and the heliosheath have been provided so that the reader should be able to distinguish these different types of "magnetic dips" from observations. The potential physical mechanisms leading to their generation have been discussed with main references included so that interested researchers may contribute to further understanding of these important physical processes. Arguments have been presented that indicate that the heliosheath dips are indeed mirror mode structures and the sources of free energy are threefold: interstellar ion pickup in the upstream region, perpendicular-to-the field heating at the quasiperpendicular termination shock, and interstellar ion pickup in the heliosheath. The evolution of the mirror mode structures as Voyager penetrates deeper into the heliosheath should be of great interest to the readers.
The creation of high β regions by nonlinear processes should be of interest to astrophysical researchers. In particular the propagation of energetic particles through the anisotropic plasma will be influenced strongly Tsurutani and Lakhina, 2004; Costa et al., 2010) .
